Frequency Domain Electromagnetic Soundings of Canadian Deep Permafrost
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Abstract

Frequency domain electromagnetic soundings were carried out at the Lupin gold mine and Ulu gold prospect in Northern Canada by the Geological Survey of Finland to investigate the lateral and vertical conditions of deep permafrost. The results indicate a deep seated electrical conductor in approximately half of the soundings. The detected conductor is interpreted as unfrozen and porous rock underneath the permafrost base saturated with saline groundwater. The mean depth of the permafrost base is 589 m and 476 m at the Lupin mine and Ulu prospect, respectively. The permafrost base, as deep as few hundreds of meters, can be detected using frequency domain electromagnetic soundings.
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1. Introduction

Perennially frozen ground or permafrost is widespread at high latitudes and altitudes (e.g., Yershov, 1991; Heginbottom et al., 1995; Brown et al., 1998). It has a strong impact on landscapes, ecosystems and man-made infrastructures. Thus, the climate warming in the permafrost areas has created a concern about the degradation of permafrost. The impacts of this degradation include the thickening of the active layer and the consequent instability of the land surface and in longer term the changes in flora and fauna (Harris, 2005). Failing ground under buildings and oil and gas pipelines are widely reported from Russia and North America. Even more concerning is the potential release of methane from the melting soil (Walter et al., 2006; Mastepanov et al., 2008).

A large number of monitoring stations have been established all over the world to measure the changes in surface ground temperatures (CALM; http://www.udel.edu/Geography/calm/). Temperature profiling has also been conducted in numerous deep boreholes to assess the rate and impacts of the warming. Furthermore, there is a strong demand to obtain information covering larger areas and deeper regimes. Thus, various geophysical methods have been tested for this purpose.

A wide range of geophysical methods have been used in mapping the distribution of permafrost laterally and vertically (e.g., see the review by Scott et al., 1990). The
direct-current resistivity methods (e.g. Osterkamp et al., 1980; Osterkamp and Jurick, 1981; King et al., 1987; Hauck et al., 2000), ground and airborne electromagnetic methods (e.g. Hoekstra, 1978; Kellet et al., 2000; Hauck et al., 2000) and seismic methods (e.g. Morack and Rogers 1981; Wagner, 1996) are widely used. The applicability of geophysical methods to permafrost investigations is based on the cryogenic contrast in the relevant physical parameters between the frozen and unfrozen ground (e.g., Scott et al., 1990).

The above geophysical investigations are mainly concerned with the mapping of shallow permafrost. In this paper we describe the application of a frequency-domain electromagnetic method (Soininen and Jokinen, 1991) for investigating the thickness of deep permafrost in resistive crystalline bedrock environment at the Lupin gold mine and Ulu gold prospect in Northern Canada.

The motivation behind these investigations has been the evaluation of the performance of the final disposal concept for spent nuclear fuel. Some climate models (Imbrie and Imbrie, 1980; Loutre and Berger, 2000) and simulations (King-Clayton et al., 1995, Kjellström et al., 2009) predict a large range of possible climates for the Northern and Central Europe and Northern America on a 100 000 year time perspective. This is the time period that needs to be included in analyses of long-term safety of repositories for spent nuclear fuel. Since the scenarios include also permafrost conditions, it has become essential to be able to assess the kinds of conditions that could form in the repository itself and in its surrounding environment in the future. To evaluate the performance of the repository, some kind of quantification of the possible hydrogeochemical and hydrogeological effects of permafrost is required. The jointly funded international Permafrost Project was established for this purpose. The project includes participants from Finland (the Geological Survey of Finland and Posiva), Sweden (Svensk Kärnbränslehantering; SKB), Great Britain (Nirex Ltd.) and Canada (Ontario Power Generation and the University of Waterloo).

2. Study sites

The Lupin gold mine and Ulu gold prospect are located in the Nunavut Territory, Canada, in the zone of continuous permafrost (Fig. 1). They are remote locations relying on air transportation most of the year. The mean surface air temperature at both sites is approximately \(-10\) °C with minimum and maximum recorded temperatures of ca. \(-50\) and \(+30\) °C, respectively. Furthermore, the climate is arid with low annual precipitation; the mean annual precipitation at the Lupin mine was 270 mm over the period 1983–2001 (Ruskeeniemi et al., 2002).

The study sites are located in the Canadian Shield in an Archean metaturbidite sequence which has been tectonically stable for ca. 2.5 Ga with the exception of some Proterozoic faulting and intrusive activity (Bullis et al., 1994; Geusebroek and Duke, 2004; Ruskeeniemi et al., 2002; Kleespies, 1994). Both sites share the same geological feature of partly metamorphosed and partly preserved sedimentary rocks. The lithology of the Lupin mine is characterised by quartz feldspar gneiss and phyllite (Bullis et al.,
1994; Geusebroek and Duke, 2004; Ruskeniemi et al., 2002) whereas the lithology at the Ulu prospect is more complex. The central part of the Ulu prospect features a fold structure with alternating layers of fine-grained basalts, coarser grained gabbroic intrusions and metasediments (Kleespies, 1994).

Fig. 1. The occurrence of permafrost in the northern hemisphere (Brown et al., 1998). The Lupin mine and Ulu prospect (indicated with the star symbol) are located in the zone of continuous permafrost in the Nunavut Territory, Canada.

3. **Permafrost**

In areas where the mean annual air temperature remains below −3 °C, such as the Lupin mine and Ulu prospect, the mean annual ground temperature drops below 0 °C for at least two consecutive years and the freezing front descends deep enough to keep the ground frozen throughout the year. Such perenniably frozen ground is termed permafrost and has the three-layer structure shown in Fig. 2a: (1) the active layer on top
freezes and thaws according to air temperature variations, (2) the permafrost layer in the middle remains below 0 °C throughout the year, and (3) the unfrozen ground underneath the permafrost base. In intact crystalline bedrock, there is little or no water to freeze and permafrost is defined simply as rock that remains below 0 °C. The temperature profile at the Lupin mine gives a good example of frozen ground temperatures in crystalline bedrock under deep permafrost conditions (Fig. 2b).

Fig. 2. Temperature profiles in permafrost ground. (a) A schematic illustration of the layered structure of permafrost showing the annual ground temperature variations due to surface temperature variations (mean surface temperature of -5 °C with a minimum of -15 °C in January and a maximum of +5 °C in July) and the local temperature gradient due to the geothermal heat-flux coming from the Earth’s core. (b) Observations of ground temperatures at the Lupin mine (mean annual air temperature of -10 °C) indicating the permafrost base at a depth of about 540 m (Sandhu and Tansey, 1996; Ruskeeniemi et al., 2002). Note the uppermost ground temperature affected by the mining activities. The true temperature at the depth of 25 m is about -7 °C according to the bedrock surface temperatures observed by thermistors installed through the soil cover (an unpublished report by the Echo Bay Mines Ltd).

Perennially frozen ground conditions prevail in extensive land areas at high latitudes and high altitudes (Fig. 1). The depth of permafrost may exceed hundreds of meters and as such indicates the existence of long-term cold and arid climate for thousands of years. Permafrost has a strong impact, not only on the landscape and ecosystem, but also on the subsurface conditions, such as the groundwater flow and formation of methane clathrates at depth.

4. Frequency domain electromagnetic soundings

A wide-band frequency-domain electromagnetic (EM) sounding system called Sampo was used to carry out the soundings at the Lupin mine and Ulu prospect. The system was designed and constructed by Outokumpu Electronics in co-operation with
the Geological Survey of Finland in the late 1980s (Soininen and Jokinen, 1991). The system consists of a horizontal transmitter loop and a receiver of three perpendicular coils (Fig. 3). The transmitter loop is used to generate a magnetic primary field at 82 discrete frequencies between 2 Hz and 20 kHz. The primary field induces secondary magnetic fields in subsurface conductors. The receiver coils are used to measure the radial, tangential and vertical components ($X$, $Y$ and $Z$, respectively) of the superposition of the primary and secondary magnetic fields (the total magnetic field) at a distance from the transmitter.

The skin depth is a measure of the attenuation of electromagnetic fields due to the medium in which they travel. It is defined as

$$\delta = \frac{2}{\sqrt{\sigma \cdot \mu \cdot \omega}}$$

where $\sigma$ and $\mu$ are the electrical conductivity and magnetic permeability of the medium, and $\omega$ is the angular frequency of the field (Peltoniemi, 1988). The skin depth indicates the distance after which the field has lost 63% of its energy. Because the skin depth depends inversely on the frequency of the field, fields of lower frequencies penetrate deeper into the ground than those of higher frequencies. Assuming the ground to be horizontally layered, it is the vertical-to-radial component ratios $R_i = Z_i / X_i$ at each frequency $f_i$ that convey information about the vertical conductivity structure of the subsurface from different depths roughly at the midpoint between the transmitter and receiver.

For qualitative interpretation, the ratios $R_i$ (Fig. 4a) are transformed into curves of apparent resistivity as a function of depth (ARD curves; Fig. 4b) using the algorithm of Aittoniemi et al. (1987). Quantitative interpretation of the soundings is performed using
a computer program (Sipola, 2002) that fits the response from a 1-D layered-earth model to the observed ratios $R_i$ (Fig. 4b) using non-linear optimization.
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Fig. 4. Results from an EM sounding at the Ulu prospect. (a) The vertical-to-radial component ratios for the sounding. (b) The observed ratios in (a) transformed into a curve of apparent resistivity as a function of depth (ARD curve) for qualitative interpretation. The quantitative interpretation was obtained by fitting a two-layer model ($\rho_1$ and $\rho_2$ are the resistivities of the model layers) to the observed ratios in (a).

The EM soundings are typically carried out at regularly spaced measurement stations along straight measurement lines keeping the transmitter-receiver distance (the coil separation) fixed. The coil separation is chosen according to the desired depth of investigation. Larger coil separations are used for higher depths of investigation and require larger loops with higher magnetic moments. Typical coil separations are within the range of 50 to 1500 meters. Transmitter loops of 10, 20 and 65 m diameter are available for the soundings.

The depth of investigation of the EM system depends not only on the frequencies employed and the electrical properties of the ground but also on the coil separation used. In resistive environments, the depth of investigation can be several kilometers. However, during interpretation, information coming below the depth equal to one or two coil separations is considered unreliable.
5. **Sensitivity of the EM system to a deep conductive layer underneath a resistive layer**

Electrical conductivity is the relevant physical parameter that the EM soundings respond to. Even intact crystalline rocks contain some amount of porosity which is often filled with more or less saline groundwater. The occurrence of saline groundwater increases the electrical conductivity (or conversely, decreases the electrical resistivity) of crystalline rocks. When bedrock temperatures drop below 0 °C, the groundwater contained in the pores begins to freeze, decreasing the electrical conductivity of the frozen crystalline rock as the freezing immobilizes the free charge carriers present in saline groundwater. This creates a cryogenic conductivity contrast between the frozen and unfrozen rocks underneath the permafrost base.

It should be noted that salinity (the amount of dissolved solids) lowers the freezing point of water. For example, ocean water with the salinity of 35 g/l freezes at -2 °C. *Gilichinsky et al.* (2003) report brines (with salinities in the range of 170–300 g/l) from Siberian marine sediments which remain liquid even at -10 °C. However, this is a rare circumstance which is not relevant in low-porosity crystalline rocks.

To test the ability of the EM system to detect a deep seated cryogenic conductivity contrast, a two-layer model was used. The top layer is the frozen bedrock with resistivity values of 5, 10 and 20 kΩm typically encountered in dry crystalline rocks without saline pore water. The bottom layer is the unfrozen rock. The roof of the unfrozen rock layer is located at the depth of 500 m. The resistivity of the saturated unfrozen rock is calculated from a small-sphere porosity model (*Grant and West*, 1965) as

\[
\rho_2 = \frac{2 \cdot \rho_1 + \rho_w + (n - 1) \cdot (\rho_w - \rho_1)}{2 \cdot \rho_1 + \rho_w + 2 \cdot (1 - n) \cdot (\rho_w - \rho_1)} \cdot \rho_w
\]

where \(\rho_1\) is the resistivity of the frozen rock layer, \(\rho_2\) is the resistivity of the saturated unfrozen rock layer, \(\rho_w\) is the resistivity of the saline pore water, and \(n\) is the porosity of the rock. A critical value \(\rho_c\) for the groundwater resistivity \(\rho_w\) was assessed to have a response from a two-layer model that is significantly different from the response of a homogenous half-space of resistivity \(\rho_1\).

95% confidence intervals were estimated for the ARD curves of the two-layer models to determine significant difference from the half-space model. The estimation was performed using Monte Carlo simulations. The \(X\) and \(Z\) components of each two-layer model response were first calculated and white noise was added to the components. The noise is 2% for high frequencies and increases exponentially to 20% for the low frequencies. This is a valid assumption because the sampling procedure used by the EM system is typically set to produce results having a 2% maximum error with a confidence level of 68%. At higher frequencies the procedure usually converges well but at lower frequencies it diverges and results get progressively noisier. The vertical-to-radial component ratios \(R_i\) were then calculated for each frequency \(f_i\) using the noise-
perturbed components. This was repeated 10 000 times, and the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of $R_i$ were taken as the lower and upper 95% confidence intervals. The confidence intervals were then transformed into ARD curves.

Two cases were tested with the porosity values of 0.3 and 0.5% (Fig. 5). These values are typical for intact crystalline rocks (e.g., Gehör et al., 2007). The results of the tests (Fig. 5) indicate that even weakly saline groundwater causes a cryogenic conductivity contrast at a depth of 500 m detectable using a coil separation of 800 m. According to an investigation carried out at the Lupin mine (Ruskeeniemi et al., 2002; Ruskeeniemi et al., 2004; Stotler et al., 2009), the electrical conductivity of groundwater in the unfrozen rock varies somewhere between 200 and 600 mS/m (5 and 2 $\Omega$m). Thus, even with low porosity (0.3%) and resistivity (5 $k\Omega$m) conditions, the EM system should be able to detect the cryogenic conductivity contrast. For instance, the critical resistivity value of $\rho_c = 14 \Omega$m corresponds to groundwater conductivity of 71 mS/m which is well below the lower-end value of 200 mS/m measured at this site.

**Fig. 5.** Testing the sensitivity of the EM system to a cryogenic conductivity contrast at the depth of 500 m using the coil separation of 800 m. Two typical values of porosity of (a) $n = 0.3\%$ and (b) $n = 0.5\%$ were used. Bedrock resistivity is $\rho_1$ and the critical groundwater resistivity required to produce a response that is significantly different from the half-space response is $\rho_c$. The broken lines show the ARD curves for the two-layer model responses, the shaded areas show the 95% confidence regions for the model responses, and the solid lines show the half-space model response. In (a) the $\rho_1/\rho_2$ contrasts required for detection are 80, 66 and 58 corresponding to the critical groundwater resistivity of 14, 34 and 78 $\Omega$m; and in (b) the $\rho_1/\rho_2$ contrasts are 49, 39 and 36 corresponding to the values of critical groundwater resistivity of 14, 34 and 78 $\Omega$m.
6. Results of the investigations

In total, 129 EM soundings along 8 lines were carried out at the Lupin mine in June 2002 (Fig. 6a) to assess the depth to the permafrost base (Paananen and Ruskeeniemi, 2003). The EM soundings at the Ulu prospect were carried out in June 2005 (Fig. 6b). The depth of the permafrost base was probed along 10 lines containing 116 soundings.

Fig. 6. Locations of the EM measurement lines at the (a) Lupin mine and (b) Ulu prospect. The circles indicate the locations of the example soundings shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
The soundings were interpreted according to 1-D layered-earth models of two or three layers (e.g. Paananen and Ruskeeniemi, 2003). The top layer is the permafrost with a considerably higher resistivity than the bottom layer representing the unfrozen bedrock saturated by saline pore water. In some cases, additional low-resistivity layers were needed to account for the influence of a conductive overburden or mineral formation. A deep electrical conductor was identified in 57% of all soundings at the Lupin mine. For the Ulu prospect, this percentage is somewhat lower; 45% of all soundings indicate a deep electrical conductor. About half of all soundings could be interpreted using a 1-D layered earth model. The rest of the soundings were either too noisy, or effects from 3-D geometries violated the 1-D layered earth assumption.

Figs 7 and 8 show examples of EM soundings carried out at the Lupin mine (the soundings L1–L4) and Ulu prospect (the soundings U1–U4). The interpretations of the soundings L1 and L2 indicate the permafrost base at a depth of about 520 meters, corresponding well with the depth of about 540 m estimated from observations (Fig. 2b). A three-layer model with a conductive overburden was required to achieve a good fit to the sounding L1 whereas a two-layer model was sufficient in the case of the sounding L2. The EM method is sensitive to conductivity contrasts and can resolve the location of a good conductor accurately. However, the method cannot resolve the high resistivity of the permafrost accurately, which explains the large difference in the resistivity of the permafrost between the soundings L1 and L2. The interpretations of the soundings U1 and U2 also show clear indications of the permafrost base even though these interpretations display much larger variation in the depth and resistivity of the conductive layer underneath the permafrost. The sounding L3 provides an example of a sounding that gives no indication of a deep electrically conductive layer; it merely indicates a resistive homogenous half-space. The sounding L4 is contaminated with EM noise and was not interpreted. The soundings U3 and U4 illustrate typical characteristics of soundings carried out near geological formations or human constructs that violate the 1-D layered-earth assumption and were not interpreted.

To estimate the spatial distributions of the depth of the permafrost base and the resistivity of the electrically conductive layer underneath the permafrost, the successfully interpreted depths of the roof of the deep conductive layer and its resistivities were interpolated to a regular grid using the inverse distance weighting method (Davis, 2002). The depth or resistivity at a grid point was calculated using

$$f(x, y) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} w_i^p \cdot z_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} w_i^p}$$  (3)

where $f(x, y)$ is the interpolated value at a grid point, $N$ is the number of observations within a search radius, $w_i$ is the inverse of the Euclidean distance between the $i$th observation at $(x_i, y_i)$ and the grid point, $z_i$ is the value of the $i$th observation, and $p$ is the inverse distance power.
Fig. 7. Examples of EM soundings from the Lupin mine. The soundings L1 and L2 were interpreted with a three-layer and two-layer model, respectively, and show a clear indication of the permafrost base at about 520 m. The sounding L3 merely indicates a resistive half space. The sounding L4 is contaminated with EM noise. The locations of the soundings L1–L4 are shown in Fig. 6a.

Fig. 8. Examples of EM soundings from the Ulu prospect. The soundings U1 and U2 were interpreted with two-layer models and show clear indications of the permafrost base at about 300 and 600 m respectively. The soundings U3 and U4 were carried out near geological formations or human constructs that violate the 1-D layered-earth assumption. The locations of the soundings U1–U4 are shown in Fig. 6b.
There is scatter in the interpreted conductor depths and resistivities even in some near-by soundings. For instance, the interpretations of the soundings U1 and U2 which are located 950 m apart indicate a 300 m difference in the depth of the permafrost base and nearly a fourfold difference in the resistivity of the deep conductor. The mean interpreted conductor depth and resistivity for the Lupin mine is 589 m and 330 $\Omega$m, respectively; the standard deviation of the conductor depth is 114 m and most of the interpreted resistivities are within the range of 134–815 $\Omega$m. For the Ulu prospect the mean conductor depth and resistivity is 476 m and 812 $\Omega$m, respectively; the standard deviation of the conductor depth is 173 m and most of the interpreted resistivities are within the range of 372–1775 $\Omega$m. To smooth the scatter, an inverse distance power of 0.5 and search radius of 1 km were used to produce the spatial distributions of the depth of the permafrost base (Fig. 9) and the resistivity of the conductive layer underneath the permafrost (Fig. 10).

**Fig. 9.** The estimated depths to the permafrost base for the (a) Lupin mine and (b) Ulu prospect. The red symbols indicate soundings for which a deep seated electrical conductor was successfully interpreted whereas the blue symbols indicate soundings with no indication of a deep electrical conductor.

7. Discussion and conclusions

Numerical modelling indicates that the EM system can detect a deep seated cryogenic conductivity contrast even in low-porosity crystalline rocks saturated with weakly saline groundwater. Approximately half of the soundings carried out at the Lupin mine and Ulu prospect show a clear indication of a contrast. The mean depth of the permafrost base at the Lupin mine is 589 m corresponding well with the depth estimate from the temperature profile (Fig. 2b). For the Ulu prospect, no temperature profile is available to assess the depth of the permafrost base. However, the mean depth of the permafrost base of 476 m seems plausible considering the similarities between the two study sites.
Hydrogeochemical studies at the Lupin mine indicate that the growth of deep permafrost is not able to generate a supersaline out-freezing front (fractionation of dissolved solids between ice and water) in low-porosity crystalline bedrock (Zhang and Frape, 2003; Ruskeeniemi et al., 2004; Stotler et al., 2009). However, the groundwater underneath the permafrost base is brackish with observed conductivities ranging from 500 to 700 mS/m. Such conditions are well detectable by the EM system according to the numerical modeling (Fig. 5) and the results of the EM soundings (Figs 7 and 8).

The results from the Ulu prospect show considerable scatter whereas the variations in the results from the Lupin mine are smaller (Fig. 9). The depth of the permafrost base also appears to have a northeast trend at both sites. Spatial variation in porosity, groundwater salinity and lithology are likely causes for the scatter in the results. Particularly, the lithology at the Ulu prospect is complex with a fold structure of alternating rocks dominating the geology of the central part of the surveyed area. Furthermore, surface and underground mining activities and infrastructures most likely cause active and passive EM noise (Szarka, 1988) which is likely to make it more difficult to detect saline groundwater in depth. In addition, there are some unavoidable sources of errors due to surveying conditions; the incorrect orientation of the receiver and topographical effects (the transmitter and receiver are not on the same horizontal plane). However, these errors can be corrected and should not affect the results too much.

There is not much direct evidence concerning the lateral depth variations of permafrost. Even the localized temperature data is generally coming from few scattered thermistors in boreholes or in mine workings. However, there is some unpublished data from Canadian mines showing that massive ore units are frozen deeper than the
surrounding barren wall rocks. It is not well understood how much the base of deep permafrost (> 200 m) can fluctuate due to surficial factors, e.g., vegetation, snow thickness and soil type. Thus, the observed variations in the depth of the permafrost base are in a range which may be explained by natural and anthropogenic factors.

The resistivities of the deep conductors (Fig. 10) also show large scatter. However, this scatter is quite expected since the method cannot resolve the resistivities as accurately as depths. Also, it is typical that electrical resistivity varies in a wide range even within a single rock unit because even small variations in the amount and salinity of groundwater can cause considerable changes in the bulk resistivity of rocks. Thus, the scatter in the resistivities should be adequately explained by spatial variations in porosity, groundwater salinity and lithology.
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